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1 How to Suppress the Full Name and References in a block

When dragging a block from an existing package on to a block definition diagram (bdd) in another package you get a block with its fully-qualified name (FQN). If that block has references to other blocks, these are also shown. See Figure 1.

![Figure 1 A dragged on <<Block>> with full name and references](image1)

It can be time consuming to remove the FQN and references from every block if a large number of blocks are to be dragged on the bdd.

Removing the FQN and references can be achieved as follows:

1. Right click on the background of the bdd and select “Default View Options (Profile)...” as in Figure 2.

![Figure 2 Right mouse click and select Default View Options (Profile)](image2)
2. In the window that appears select “Block” in the left hand pane and then set “Show Full Name” to False in the right hand pane (left mouse click on it). Next, tick the “Set existing symbols to default options” checkbox at the bottom of the dialog. See Figure 4.

3. Next, select the Compartment Tab and then open the Role drop down; find the Reference box and un-tick it. See Figure 4.

---

Figure 3 Select Block in left hand pane and set Show Full Name to False in the right hand pane.

Figure 4 Select Block in left hand pane; select the Compartment Tab in the right hand pane; open the Role drop down and un-tick the reference box.
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This will produce the result shown in Figure 5:

![Figure 5 Block without full name and references](image)

Figure 5 Block without full name and references